
Culture Beat, The Hyped Affect
Here we go time to show what we know 
Let it flow it's time to get thorough 
Born to do this so here I am 
Kicking it to a new jam 
Join in while I send the bass right through ya 
That how I get to Ya 
Moving ya, grooving ya, and proving to ya that I know 
How to do ya 
Come along, can't go wrong, not with this song 
It's time to get it on 
Can't put it off can't wait no longer 
We got to get stronger 
Pump this D.J. without delay 
Make the people sway 
Back and forth and to and fro 
To the top we must go 
Get busy time so here's a rhyme to help you climb 
To a point where you can find what you seek 
Reach your peak no time to be chic 
I'll make your knees weak 
Tough enough I'll call your bluff this jam is rough 
Still think you're tough 
Can you deal with the thrill do you fit the bill or 
Have the will 
Power that won't sour at the early hour 
If not tell me how are you gonna make it 
If you can't take it put up you can't fake it 

Fronting time has past show me you can last 
Through the final blast of the drum get some it's going on 
From now until the early morn 

I got more than enough to make you roar 
To make you soar 
I got more than enough to make you roar 
So get on the floor 
Got to hang with the thang that does work 
Move your body till it hurts 
Don't you fret won't you get a little excited 
It's to much you can't hide it 
Hit the floor don't be a bore 
Cause I got more than enough to make you roar 
The heat is hot the hot I got to hit the spot 
Waste not want not 
The joint must jump that's why I pump this new jam 
To a level that's in demand 
Weaken never just to clever ever to fade 
This cut has got it made 
Why be shy do or die reach your high 
Get a piece of this pie 
No regrets you're soak and wet 
You're glad we met this is as good as it gets
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